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ABSTRACT

We propose a resource-constrained network growth model that

explains the emergence of key structural properties of real-world di-

rected networks: heavy-tailed indegree distribution, high local clus-

tering and degree-clustering relationship. In real-world networks,

individuals form edges under constraints of limited network access

and partial information. However, well-known growth models that

preserve multiple structural properties do not incorporate these

resource constraints. Conversely, existing resource-constrained

models do not jointly preserve multiple structural properties of

real-world networks. We propose a random walk growth model

that explains how real-world network properties can jointly arise

from edge formation under resource constraints. In our model, each

node that joins the network selects a seed node from which it initi-

ates a random walk. At each step of the walk, the new node either

jumps back to the seed node or chooses an outgoing or incoming

edge to visit another node. It links to each visited node with some

probability and stops after forming a few edges. Our experimental

results against four well-known growth models indicate improve-

ment in accurately preserving structural properties of five citation

networks. Our model also preserves two structural properties that

most growth models cannot: skewed local clustering distribution

and bivariate indegree-clustering relationship.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We develop a resource constrained model of network growth that

explains the emergence of key structural properties. The problem is

important for several reasons. Individuals form real-world networks

acting under resource constraints and while using local informa-

tion. These networks that individuals form exhibit rich structural

properties. However, we lack an understanding of mechanisms that

are resource constrained and which use local information explain

the emergence of these structural related properties.

Classic models of network growth, make unrealistic assumptions

about what agents who form edges do. Consider as a simple stylized

example, the process of finding the a set of papers to cite when writ-

ing an article. In the preferential attachment model [3] of network
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growth, a node makingm citations would pick a paper uniformly at

random from all papers in the domain, and either cite it or copy one

of its references. We would repeat this process, till we’ve exhausted

our budget ofm references. Notice that the process assumes access

to the entire dataset, and that one would pick papers uniformly at

random. An equivalent formulation of this copying model is to cite

papers from the entire dataset in proportion to their in degree. The

latter formulation assumes that agent making citations know the

entire in-degree distribution. While preferential attachment models

explains the emergence of the power-law degree distribution, the

attachment model is an unrealistic representation of how agents

make decisions on edge formation.

The problem of developing a model of network growth, where

agents act under resource constraints, including access to only

local information is hard. The problem lies in identifying simple

mechanisms, with few parameters, where the agents only use local

information and jointly preserve the properties related structure.

We propose a random walk based model of network growth that

jointly explains the emergence of the following properties: heavy-

tailed in-degree distributions, local clustering and clustering-degree

relationships. In the growth model, an incoming node picks a recent

node as the seed. It will link to this node with some constant linking

probability. Then, it follows the outgoing link or the incoming link

of this seed node and arrives at a new node. At each new node, it

decides to link with the same constant linking probability. Then it

has to decide whether to jump back to the seed node, or following

incoming or outgoing links. The process repeats until the agent

has exhausted its budget for linking. To summarize, new nodes

concurrently acquire information and form edges by exploring the

local neighborhoods of existing nodes, without access to the entire

network.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• Wepropose amodel of network growth using a local edge for-

mation mechanism that incoporates the resource constraints

that influence individuals’ edge formation mechanisms in

real-world networks.

• We propose a model that jointly explains multiple struc-

tural properties, including in-degree distribution, clustering,

degree clustering relationship and edge densification.

We conducted extensive experimental results, against state of

the art baselines, on large citation network datasets. We show that

our growth model outperforms that best competing model in jointly

and accurately preserving multiple structural properties—degree

distribution, clustering and degree-clustering relationship—by a

significant margin.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-

scribe the related work. Then, in Section 3, we define key structural

properties and introduce the datasets. We formally state the goal of
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the paper in Section 4. In Section 5 and Section 6, we report promi-

nent structural characteristics of citation networks and propose a

network growth model respectively. This is followed by Section 7,

where we validate our model against multiple baselines.

2 RELATEDWORK

There has been extensive work on network growth models that

explain how a subset of structural properties of real world networks

emerge from edge formation mechanisms over time. In this section,

we describe four edge formation mechanisms underlying network

growth models: preferential attachment [13] and its extensions,

fitness [1], triangle closing mechanisms [5] and random walks

[24]. These edge formation mechanisms explain the emergence of

multiple structural properties of real networks, but make one or

more strong assumptions.

Preferential attachmentmodels such as the Barabasi-Albertmodel

[3] and Vertex Copying model [16] explain the emergence of power

law degree distributions of the form p(k) = c · k−α , commonly

observed in real networks. In preferential attachment models, new

nodes that join the network form edges to existing nodes with prob-

ability proportional to their degree. This implies that high degree

nodes accumulate edges quicker than low degree nodes. An intu-

itive explanation of preferential attachment is that new nodes are

more likely to link to “popular” high degree nodes than relatively

unknown, low degree nodes. However, preferential attachment im-

plicitly assumes that edge formation depends only on degree and

cannot explain why real networks exhibit high clustering or degree

distributions that do follow power law.

Unlike preferential attachmentmodels, fitness models are flexible

enough to generate networks with varying degree distributions

and degree correlation. The inability of preferential attachment to

preserve multiple structural properties suggests that factors other

than degree influence edge formation. In fitness models, new nodes

that join the network form edges to existing nodes with probability

proportional to their fitness. The fitness ϕi of node vi is a function
of intrinsic nodal properties that influence edge formation. The

structural properties a fitness model preserves depends on the

exact definition of fitness. For example, the fitness model introduced

in [4] increases fitness as a function of degree and node recency.

This can preserve temporal dynamics such as decay in popularity

[26] of old nodes in citation networks. Simpler fitness models can

generate degree distributions that follow power law, exponential or

lognormal [20] distributions. However, since new nodes form each

edge independently, fitness alone cannot explain the emergence of

high local clustering or the bivariate relationship between degree

and clustering observed in real networks.

Edge formation mechanisms proposed by the above network

growth models make two strong assumptions.

• Complete access to information These mechanisms re-

quire nodes to link uniformly at random to any node in the

network or have explicit knowledge of the degree/fitness of

every node in the network. This assumption is unrealistic be-

cause nodes in real networks form edges partial information

and limited access constraints.

• Successive edge formations are independent There is a

strong, implicit assumption that a node’s decision to link to

another node is independent of the nodes to which it has

already linked. This assumption contradicts a key empirical

finding that the probability of edge formation increases as a

function of neighborhood overlap [15] in social, information

and citation networks.

Extensions of preferential attachment and fitness models [12, 14]

using triangle closing mechanisms explain why social & informa-

tion networks have high average local clustering [23]. In these mod-

els, a new node that joins the network “closes triangles” by linking

to neighbors of nodes it has already linked to based on degree or

fitness. Closing triangles increases the number of edges between

neighbors, thereby increasing the average local clustering. Triangle

closing mechanisms essentially model triadic closure, a sociological

process that explains why two nodes with mutual neighbor(s) have

an increased probability of connection. In Section 7, we show that

these models are not flexible enough to capture the skewness and

variance in clustering distributions of real networks.

A few models [22, 27, 28] adapt preferential attachment and

fitness to model network growth under constraints of limited ac-

cess and information. These models incorporate constraints by

restricting access to recent nodes or a small set of nodes uniformly

sampled from the network. However, these simple models are proof-

of-concept methods that do not generate networks with varying

degree distributions and realistic local clustering distributions.

Random walk models jointly explain multiple structural prop-

erties of real networks under constraints of limited access and

information. New nodes explore neighborhoods of existing nodes

without any assumption of global information and use simple rules

to form edges. New nodes that join the network perform one or

more random walks to link to existing nodes. For example, the

Random Surfer model [6], in which new nodes link to the termi-

nal nodes of short random walks, generate networks that exhibit

power law degree distributions. Importantly, this model explains

preferential attachment as an emergent property of local proceses.

Random walk models in which new nodes perform random walk(s)

and link to any visited node incorporate triadic closure and gener-

ate networks with heavy tailed degree distribution and high local

clustering [11]. In Section 7, we show that models based on random

walks outpeform well-known global edge formation mechanisms

in preserving structural properties of citation networks. However,

current random walk models are either inflexible or too simple to

accurately capture local clustering observed in real networks.

To summarize, network growth models use one or more edge

formation mechanisms to explain structural properties of real net-

works. Structural properties preserved by global edge formation

mechanisms such as preferential attachment can be preserved by

local processes such as random walks as well. However, unlike

random walks, extensions of global processes such as preferential

attachment & fitness models make strong, unrealistic assumptions.

3 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first define important structural characteristics

that describe network structure. Then, in Section 3.2, we describe

the network datasets used in this paper.
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3.1 Structural Properties

Now, we discuss four well-known structural properties: degree

distribution, local clustering coefficient, the relationship between

degree & local clustering and average path length. These properties

are widely used [2], compact statistical descriptors of network

structure.

The degree distribution of an undirected graph is the probability

distribution p(k) of nodes with degree k . With directed graphs, we

can compute the degree distribution separately for indegree and

outdegree. The well-known pagerank centrality measure has posi-

tive correlation with indegree [8]. Therefore, indegree distribution

indicates how node centrality distributed in directed networks.

The local clustering coefficient of a node measures the edge

density of the node’s neighborhood. For example, the clustering

coefficient of an individual in an undirected social network is the

ratio of observed friendships amongst neighbors to all possible

friendships amongst neighbors. In directed networks, the neigh-

borhood of node vi can refer to the set of nodes that link to vi , set
of nodes that vi links to or the union of both. In this paper, we

define the neighborhood of vi to be a set of all nodes that link to vi .
More formally, the local clustering coefficient Ci of node vi with
neighborhood Ni and indegree ki in a directed network G = (V ,E)
is defined as follows.

Ci =
|{ejk : vj ,vk ∈ Ni , ejk ∈ E}|

ki (ki − 1)
This equation states that the local clustering coefficient ofvi in a

directed network is the number of observed directed relationships

divided by the maximum possible directed relationships in the

neighborhood of vi .
The bivariate relationship between degree and local clustering

coefficient is important. This property sheds light on the variation

of node neighborhood density as a function of node degree. In real

directed networks, average local clustering decreases as indegree

increases [25].

The average path length is the expected length of the shortest

path between two randomly picked nodes in a network. First studied

by Milgram [21] and subsequently validated by experiments [17],

large real networks tend to have small average path length.

We use these properties to uncover common traits in the struc-

ture of real networks and empirically validate the effectiveness of

our proposed model in Section 5 and Section 7 respectively.

3.2 Datasets

In this paper, we consider five citation networks. Citation networks

are directed networks in which nodes are papers and edges are

citations from one paper to another.

We focus on citation networks for three reasons. First, nodes

form all edges to existing network nodes at the time of joining

the citation network. Since nodes do not form or delete edges at

a later time, citation networks allow us to carefully analyze how

new nodes that join the network form edges. Edge dynamics such

as the deletion and addition of edges are important and we plan to

investigate them at a later time. Second, citation network datasets

include the time (e.g. publication year) at which papers join the

network. Therefore, structural properties can be better understood

by studying network “snapshots” at different stages of the growth

process. Third, citation networks are large networks that spanmany

years. As a result, the structural properties, defined in Section 3.1,

are distinct and well-defined.

We consider the citation networks of academic papers, patents

and judicial cases; Table 1 provides the basic statistics of these

networks:

• ArXiv HEP-PH (hep-ph) [10] is an academic citation net-

work of HEP-PH (high energy physics phenomenology) pa-

pers in the ArXiv e-print.

• U.S Patents (patents) [18] is a citation network of U.S. util-

ity patents maintained by the National Bureau of Economic

Research.

• APS Journals (aps)
1
is an academic citation network main-

tained by the American Physical Society (APS) that consists

of articles published in APS journals.

• Semantic Scholar (semantic)
2
is a citation network of all

Computer Science and Neuroscience papers made public in

June 2017 by Semantic Scholar, an academic search engine

corpus.

• U.S. Supreme Court Cases (ussc) [9] is a citation network

in which nodes are U.S. Supreme Court cases. There is an

edges from case i to case j if and only if case i cites case j in
its majority opinion.

Table 1: Dataset statistics. We report the statistics of five

real-world datasets from various domains—United States

Supreme Court Cases, patents and academic publications

such APS and HEP-PH—used in our experiments.

Network Nodes Edges Time range

USSC 30,228 216,738 1754-2002

HEP-PH 34,546 421,533 1992-2002

APS 577,046 6,967,873 1941-2015

Patents 3,923,922 16,522,438 1975-1999

Semantic 7,706,506 59,079,055 1991-2016

In this section, we reviewed key structural properties that net-

work growth models try to preserve. Then, we briefly described

the citation network datasets that we use in this paper.

4 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Extensive research on network growth has led to development

of well-known growth models that generate realistic networks.

However, the edge formation mechanisms of most network growth

models tend to make strong assumptions about either knowledge

(e.g. complete degree/fitness distribution known) or access (e.g. pick

nodes uniformly at random).

The goal of this paper is to model network growth under informa-

tion and resource constraints using edge formsation mechanisms.

The growth model should be able to jointly explain global structural

properties of real networks such as degree distribution, clustering

coefficient distribution, degree-clustering relationship and degree

1
https://journals.aps.org/datasets

2
http://labs.semanticscholar.org/corpus/
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correlations The model should incorporate information & resource

constraints that influence edge formation in real networks.

5 EMPIRICAL ANALYSES

In this section, we analyze the sturcture of citation networks to

show that these networks exhibit similar structural properties. We

begin by analyzing the rate of network growth and indegree distri-

butions of citation networks. Then, we study the local clustering

distribution and the relationship between indegree and local clus-

tering. Finally, we briefly discuss the observed average path length.

Figure 1 plots the structural properties of USSC and APS citation

networks; The other three networks described in Section 3.2 have

similar structural properties. Note that we preprocess the citation

networks to remove a small fraction of nodes for which the time

information is unknown. Finally, we conclude this section by moti-

vating the need to study how the edge formation mechanisms that

lead to these structural trends.

In many real networks, the average outdegree of nodes joining

the network increases nonlinearly as a function of time and as a

function of network size . Figure 1 shows that the average number

of citations made by nodes drastically increases over time in both

citation networks. Moreover, networks densify over times as the

number of edges in the networks at time t , e(t), increases superlin-
early as a function of network size n(t). Leskovec et al [18] show
that densification in real networks exhibit a power law distribution

e(t) ∝ n(t)α and can explain why the diameters of real networks

shrink over time. Table 2 lists the densification power law (DPL)

exponent α of all citation networks. In our proposed model, we

increase the average outdegree of nodes that join the network to

realistically model the rate at which real network grow.

Citation networks have highly skewed, heavy tailed indegree

distributions. This suggests that while most nodes receive zero or

a few citations, a small but significant fraction of nodes receive

many citations and become “popular”. This structural property

is important because it helps test the extent to which popularity

influences underlying edge formation mechanisms. Figure 1 shows

the observed indegree distribution along with its power law fit for

each citation network in blue and red respectively. While the power

law fits can explain the heavy tail, it does not capture the initial

concavity in the observed distribution. In Section 7, we show that

our growth model can accurately capture the indegree distributions

of citation networks in entirety.

The average local clustering coefficient (CC) in real networks

tends to be high. Note that we define the neighborhood of node

v as the set of nodes that cite v . Table 2 lists the average local

clustering in all citation networks. High clustering indicates that a

significant fraction of nodes that citev tend to be connected to each

other as well. Local clustering is fundamental to two well-known

phenomena observed in real networks. First, clustering is one of

the two components that explain the small-world phenomenon, in

which two randomly picked nodes in large, sparse real networks

are connected by a short path. Second, the clustering coefficient

quantifies the extent to which triadic closure influences the under-

lying edge formation mechanism. By explicitly accounting for the

fact that nodes are likely to link to neighbors of nodes it has already

linked to, our model can not only generate networks with high

average clustering but also capture the local clustering distribution

observed in real networks.

We observe that the distribution over the local clustering co-

efficient of all nodes in real networks is skewed. Figure 1 depicts

two local clustering distributions for each citation network; the

observed distribution in solid blue and the distribution of a ran-

dom network, generated using the observed degree sequence, in

dashed green. The difference between the two distributions indi-

cates that high local clustering is an inherent structural property of

these networks. The skewness in these distributions highlights the

high variance in the local clustering of real networks. Despite its

widespread use, average local clustering coefficient is not a repre-

sentative statistic of the skewed clustering distributions. As a result,

network growth models that focus on generating networks with

high average local clustering do not realistically capture the skewed

clustering distribution of real networks. In Section 6 and Section 7,

we show that our proposed edge formation mechanism can intu-

itively explain the emergence of the skewed clustering distribution

observed in real networks.

In real networks, the average local clustering decreases as the

indegree of a node increases [25]. This suggests that low indegree

nodes have small, tightly knit neighborhoods and high indegree

nodes have large, star-shaped neighborhoods. In Figure 1, we show

that the degree-clustering relation in APS and USSC initially de-

creases as a linear function of the logarithmic value of indegree.

In Section 7, we show that well-known growthmodels that generate

networks with tunable average clustering are not flexible enough

to explain the degree-clustering trend shown in Figure 1.

Citation networks are clustered, sparse networks that exhibit

small average path length. Table 2 lists the average path length

(APL) of all citation networks. We use a Monte Carlo method [17]

to estimate the average path lengths as the citation networks are

prohibitively large.

Table 2: Network characteristics for five real-world datasets.

DPL: Densification power law, CC: clustering coefficient,

APL: average path length

Network DPL exponent Avg. local CC APL

HEP-PH 1.894 0.120 4.391

Patents 1.158 0.039 7.791

APS 1.334 0.108 5.001

Semantic 1.900 0.054 6.079

USSC 2.613 0.115 4.328

To summarize, citation networks are small-world networks that

undergo accelerated network growth. These networks exhibit heavy

tailed indegree distributions, skewed local clustering distributions

and a negatively correlated degree-clustering relationship. The

global structural similarity of citation networks prompts the ques-

tion - do individuals use the same criteria to form edges?

In the next section, we propose a growth model that can jointly

explain the emergence of these structural properties using a single

edge formation mechanism
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Figure 1: All citation networks exhibit similar network structural characteristics of heavy-tailed indegree distribution, skewed

local clustering distribution, decreasing indegree & local clustering trend and increasing outdegree over time. We show the

indegree distribution, clustering distribution, joint degree-clustering distribution and average out-degree over time for two

representative networks—Ussc and Aps.

6 PROPOSED MODEL

In this section, we present a resource-constrained growth model in

which new nodes that join the directed network use a random walk

edge formation process to link to existing nodes. In Section 6.1, we

provide a detailed interpretation and description of our resource-

constrained growth model. Next, in Section 6.2, we briefly explain

the methods used to fit our model to observed networks. The goal

of our resource-constrained model is to generate networks that

follow structural properties of real networks discussed in Section 5.

6.1 Model Description

In this section, we describe three key components of our growth

model. First, we explain how nodes join the network over time.

Second, we describe how each node joins the network through an

“entry point” under limited access constraint. Third, we describe

the random walk mechanism that nodes use to form edges. We

conclude by providing two natural interpretations of our growth

model.

In our model, a directed network grows over time as new nodes

join the network. The number of edges increases over time to

reflect the nonlinear growth and densification of real networks.

More formally, at every discrete time step t , a new node u joins the

network and formsmu edges to existing nodes. At time t = 0, the

initial network Ĝ0 consists of |V̂0 | nodes and |Ê0 | edges. Similarly,

the network at time t , Ĝt , consists of |V̂t | = |V̂0 | + t nodes and
|Êt | = |Êt−1 | +mu edges. In Section 6.2, we discuss the issue of

initializing Ĝ0 and increasing the outdegree of new nodes over time.

The processes that new nodes use to select an entry point into

the network and subsequently form edges intuitively corresponds

to howwe expect researchers to find references to cite. A researcher

first finds one or more relevant paper as an “starting point”. Then,

under time and information constraints, he or she searches for

potential references by navigating through a chain of references.

After repeating this process one or more times, the researcher

selects to cite a subset of these papers. Similarly, in our model,

every node that joins the network selects a seed node from which

it initiates the random walk process to search for potential links.

Nodes terminate the random walk process after linking to a subset

of visited node.

New nodes that join real networks select one or more “entry

points” into the network under constraints of limited network ac-

cess. We use a constant recency parameter 0 ≤ pr ≤ 1 to model the

limited network access constraint under which nodes select entry

points or seed node. Node u uniformly selects a seed node su from

pr fraction of nodes that have most recently joined the network.

For example, if pr = 0.5, a new node that joins the network at time

t can only select a seed node that has joined the network after time

t/2.
After selecting the seed node, a new node forms one or more

edges to existing nodes. As discussed in Section 2 and Section 5,

edge formation in real networks depend on local mechanisms such

as triadic closure and do not require global information of every

node in the network. In our model, new nodes use a random walk

process to jointly explore the network and form edges. Random

walks incorporates the idea of limited information and can only

access its seed node and neighbors of nodes it visits. More formally,

a new node u that joins the network at time tu initiates a random

walk from seed node su to formmu edges.

The randomwalk process, visualized in Figure 2, can be described

in four steps:

(1) At each step of the random walk, node u visits an existing

node vi . It links to this node with probability pl .
(2) Then, with jumping probability pj , u moves back to seed

node su .
(3) Otherwise, with probability (1 − pj ), u picks an outgoing

edge with linking probability po or an incoming edge with

probability 1 − po , to visit a random neighbor of v . If v does

not have any incoming edges, u picks an outgoing edge to

visit a node neighboring v
(4) Node u repeats 1-3 until it formsmu distinct edges.
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Figure 2: A toy example used for depicting the edge forma-

tion mechanism of the proposed random walk model. The

recency parameter pr of the random walker is 0.5. A new

node u joins the network at time tu with a prescribed out-

degree of 3 and initiates a random walk from seed node va .
The dark labeled edges denote the order in which nodeu tra-

verses the graph using a random walk. Node u stops the ran-

dom walk after linking to three nodes: vb , vd and vf .

To summarize, we propose a growth model that incorporates

constraints of limited network access and partial information that

affect edge formation in real networks. In the next section, we show

that our resource-constrained model can preserve key structural

properties of real networks as well.

6.2 Model Fitting

Given a citation network G = (V ,E), a model fit should generate a

directed network Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) that preserves the structural properties
observed in G . In this subsection, we describe methods to initialize

Ĝ, densify Ĝ over time and estimate the model parameters that

generates networks structurally similar to G.
We now describe and justify the method used to initialize net-

works generated by our model. The random walk edge formation

process is sensitive to a large number of weakly connected com-

ponents in the initial graph Ĝ0. This is because a new node u that

joins Ĝ cannot form edges to nodes that are not in the same weakly

connected component as the seed node su . To ensure that the initial
graph Ĝ0 is weakly connected, we perform an undirected breadth-

first search onG starting from the oldest node that terminates after

visiting 1% (0.1% if G large) of all nodes in G. The initial graph

Ĝ0 is the small subgraph induced by the set of the visited nodes.

After obtainining Ĝ0, new nodes sequentially join Ĝ and form edges

using the random walk process until |V̂ | = |V |.
Citation networks densify over time, with the number of edges

growing superlinearly in the number of nodes. As shown in figure

X, the average number of citations made by papers that join hep-ph

and aps per year increases in a nonlinear fashion. We incorporate

densification into our model by increasing the outdegree of new

nodes that sequentially join the network. Each new nodeu that joins

the network Ĝ corresponds to some paper that joins the citation

network G in year i . The number of edges that u forms is equal to

the average number of the citations formed by papers that join G

in year i . As a result, the rate of growth in networks generated by

our model coarsely reflects the rate of growth in G.
The recency parameter pr , link probability pl , jump probability

pj and outgoing edge probability po jointly shape the random walk

process that new nodes use to form edges. This subsequently deter-

mines the structural properties of the network Ĝ generated by the

model. We use a straightforward grid search method to estimate the

parameters values of pr , pl , pj and po . In Section 7.1, we discuss the

exact evaluation metrics and criteria used to select the parameter

values that generate a network Ĝ most structurally similar to G.
To summarize this section, we first described and justified our

growth model in which nodes use a random walk process to form

edges under limited information and network access constaints.

The growth model relies on four parameters: recency parameter pr ,
link probability pl , jump probability pj and outgoing edge proba-

bility po . Then, we briefly discussed methods used to initialize Ĝ,
incorporate the observed growth rate into Ĝ and estimate the four

model parameters. In the next section, we conduct experiments

to evaluate whether our random walk model can jointly preserve

structural properties of citation networks described in Section 3.2.

7 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present experimental results against four well-

known baselines on citation networks described in Section 3.2.

In Section 7.1, we describe the evaluation metrics and baselines

used in our experiments. In Section 7.2, we describe and interpret

the experimental results.

7.1 Experimental Setup

We first briefly summarize the baselines used in the experiments.

Then, we describe the evaluation metrics used to quantify the ex-

tent to which growth models preserve structural properties of the

citation networks.

We compare our model, abbreviated as rw, against four well-

known growth models that are representative of the common edge

formation mechanisms discussed in Section 2. Note that we do not

consider graph generation models such as the Kronecker model

[19] in which nodes do not join the network over time are not

considered. The four baselines are:

• Dorogovtsev-Mendes-Samukhin model (dms) [7] is an

extension of the Barabasi-Albert model [X] that generates

directed scale-free graphs using using preferential attach-

ment. In this model, the probability of linking to a node is

proportional to its indegree and “initial attractiveness”.

• Holme-Kim model (hk) [12] is a preferential attachment

model that generates scale-free, clustered, undirected net-

works using an additional triangle-closing mechanism. We

modify the model to create directed edges and thereby gen-

erate directed networks.

• Herera-Zufiria model (hz) [11] is a random walk model

that generates scale-free undirected networks with “tunable”

average clustering.Wemodify themodel to generate directed

networks by allowing the random walk process to traverse

edge in any direction.
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• Forest Fire model (ff) [18] is a recursive random walk

model that generates directed networks which exhibit densi-

fication and decreasing diameter over time.

To ensure a fair comparison, we update the baseline models in

two ways. First, models that do not have an explicitly defined initial

graph use the initial network described in Section 6.2. Second, we

extend models in which every node has the same outdegree to

account for densification using the method described in Section 6.2.

Next, we describe the evaluation metrics used to measure the

accuracy of the growthmodels in preserving the observed structural

properties. We use three evaluation metrics in our experiments:

• Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic computes the distance

between univariate distributions such as indegree distribu-

tion & local clustering distribution of the observed network

G and generated network Ĝ.
• Absolute difference computes the distance between two

point estimates such as the average local clustering.

• Weighted relative error measures the difference in the

bivariate indegree-clustering trend ofG and Ĝ . The weighted
absolute difference is defined as follows:∑

k

pG (k)
|c(k) − ĉ(k)|

c(k)

The equation aggregates the weighted relative error between

c(k) and ĉ(k), the average local clustering of nodes with

degree k in networks G and Ĝ respectively. The weight of

each term equals the probability mass pG (k) of indegree k
in the observed network G.

We estimate the four model parameters – recency parameter pr ,
link probability pl , jump probability pj and outgoing edge probabil-
itypo – using a grid searchmethod to fit our model to a real network

G . We select the model parameter values that minimize the L2 norm

of the above evaluation metrics. We fit baseline growthmodels with-

out a prespecified model fitting criteria using the same grid search

method. After selecting the model parameters, our model can gener-

ate graphs that are structurally similar to theG . In the next section,

we compare the perfomance of our model against the perfomance

of four baseline models using the evaluation metrics discussed in

this subsection.

7.2 Experimental Results

We present experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness

of our growth model in preserving three structural properties—

indegree distribution, local clustering distribution and the indegree-

clustering relationship—of the citation networks described in Sec-

tion 3.2. We present the accuracy of our model and four baseline

growth models in preserving the structural properties of the all

five citation networks in Tables 3 to 5. Figure 3 illustrates the per-

formance of all growth models in preserving the three structural

properties of the aps network. We evaluate the performance of

these structural properties using the evaluation metrics described

in Section 7.1.

We now provide a brief overview of the experimental results fol-

lowed by an interpretation of each result table. A common chararac-

teristic of the baseline growth models is that they cannot accurately

preserve multiple structural properties observed in real networks.

For example, the Dorogovtsev-Mendes-Samukhin (dms) model can

preserve indegree distribution but does not account for local clus-

tering in real networks. Similarly, the Forest Fire model captures

the skewed local clustering distribution in some networks but over-

estimates average local clustering as a function of indegree.

Table 3: Modeling degree distribution. Accuracy ismeasured

using the KS statistic. DMS is the best performing model for

capturing degree distribution. Our model RW is the second

best model that performs best on the largest dataset, Seman-

tic Scholar.

USSC HEP-PH APS Patents Semantic

DMS 0.020 0.017 0.017 0.033 0.052

HK 0.124 0.191 0.126 0.063 0.167

HZ 0.182 0.211 0.131 0.155 0.180

FF 0.168 0.171 0.277 0.141 0.121

RW 0.034 0.064 0.055 0.080 0.025

In table 3, we summarize the accuracy of each model in pre-

serving the indegree distribution of citation networks. We observe

that the dms model performs better than our model rw by a small

margin. This is because the model specifically captures the initial

concavity in the distribution using an “attractiveness” parameter.

Note that the difference between dms & rw and the other three

models is significant.

Table 4: Modeling the skewed clustering distribution. Accu-

racy is measured using KS statistic. RW models the cluster-

ing coefficient by tuning the parameter pl and pj that helps
the random walker stay in the vicinity of seed node. This

helps RW model the skewed clustering distribution while

the other models fail to do so.

USSC HEP-PH APS Patents Semantic

DMS 0.808 0.805 0.826 0.490 0.569

HK 0.415 0.480 0.525 0.062 0.147

HZ 0.087 0.273 0.338 0.081 0.090

FF 0.321 0.081 0.327 0.517 0.440

RW 0.043 0.020 0.037 0.039 0.054

Next, we show that the baseline growthmodels cannot accurately

capture the skewness of the local clustering distribution in citation

networks. Table 4 lists the KS statistic of each model for all citation

networks. Our model outperforms the baselines by large margins as

it captures the skewness of the observed clustering distribution in

entirety. As shown in Figure 3, three out of four baselines – dms, hk

and hz—do not capture the variance and skewness in the clustering

distribution observed in the aps network.

Next, we discuss the accuracy of the growth models in preserv-

ing average clustering as a function of indegree. Table 5 lists the

weighted relative error, defined in Section 7.1, of each model for all

citation networks. Our model outperforms the baselines by large

margins. The DMS has the highest relative error as it does not
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Figure 3: Accuracy of growthmodels at preserving structural properties of APS network. Ourmodel rw outperforms the other

in jointly preserving heavy-tailed indegree distribution, skewed local clustering distribution and the indegree & average local

clustering trend.

Table 5: Modeling the joint degree-clustering distribution.

Accuracy is measured using weighted relative error. RW

model outperforms the baseline models by a signficant mar-

gin. The parameterspo helps control the indegree andpl &pj
helps control clustering of nodes byRWmodel. By simulate-

nously controlling both indegree and clustering,RWmodels

the bivariate degree clustering trend with high accuracy.

USSC HEP-PH APS Patents Semantic

DMS 0.657 0.681 0.757 0.589 0.592

HK 0.403 0.493 0.554 0.097 0.129

HZ 0.108 0.304 0.375 0.086 0.154

FF 0.437 0.504 0.369 2.023 1.170

RW 0.038 0.052 0.047 0.048 0.086

preserve local clustering. As shown in Figure 3, the Holme-Kim

hk and Herera-Zufiria hz models that generate networks with tun-

able clustering underestimate the clustering of low-indegree nodes.

Conversely, the Forest Fire (ff) model significantly overestimates

the clustering of low-indegree nodes.

7.3 Parameter space of RW model

Through a series of extensive experiments, we observe that our

model RW is able to model multiple structural characteristics of real-

world networks. However, the fitted parameters are different for

each dataset, suggesting possibly different local growthmechanisms

in each network. Table 6 describes the best fitted parameters for

five citation networks used in our experiments.

To summarize, the experiment results on five citation networks

against show that our resource-constrained model (rw) outper-

form four baseline growth models in accurately preserving degree,

clustering and its relationship.

8 LIMITATIONS

Now, we discuss the limitations of our work. First, our work is

limited to bibliographic datasets because of availibility of temporal

data. We use the temporal out-degree sequence of incoming nodes

in the network tomodel the network growth. In absence of temporal

Table 6: Best fittedparameters obtained after grid search for

random walk model.

USSC HEP-PH APS Patents Semantic

pl 0.80 0.80 0.15 0.25 0.40

pj 0.30 0.65 0.65 0.05 0.15

po 0.95 0.95 0.80 1.00 0.95

pr 0.50 0.80 0.85 0.45 0.60

information, our growth model can be adapted by relying on the

densification power law exponent. Second, our random walk model

is sensitive to the initial graph. Since random walks explore the

locality of a network and cannot access the entire network , the

initial graph should have a giant weakly connected component.

We recognise that the intialization problem can be addressed by

having non-local source of information such as multiple seed nodes.

Third, we note that our model fails to preserve certain network

properties such as path length distribution. This is because our

model does not account for nodes that serve as “local bridges” in

the network. Modeling local and global processes simulatenously

in a joint random walk model should lead to preservation of the

discussed key network properties.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we model resource-constrained network growth

model in which nodes use a random walk process to form edges

under constraints of limited information and network access con-

straints. The problem is important because edge formation in real

networks is usually a local process. In typical network growth sce-

narios, nodes in the network either have limited information about

the other nodes in the network or the system allows access to only

restricted portion of the existing network. It therefore becomes

imperative to model how the local processes of link formation gives

rise to network characteristics. In this work, we show that multi-

ple structural properties of real networks can arise from the local
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process of exploration and link formation. Our results indicate sig-

nificant improvement over the next best competing model HZ [11]

by a significant margin.
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